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“I have always passionately
believed in the art of living
– that the interiors we inhabit
and the things that we choose
to surround ourselves with can
have a profound effect on our
well-being and happiness. The
last few months have confirmed
how important our homes are. At
Designers Guild, our accessories
collections are designed with
this in mind – to offer you the
freedom to explore your own sense
of style and individuality.”
- Tr i c i a G u i l d
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Kasavu Emerald

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1026

This decorative large rectangular cushion features
shaded, inky vertical stripes in tones of cobalt blue and
emerald green, highlighted with stamped decorative foil
motifs in gold. This stunning cushion design is printed
onto a cotton linen blend.

Brera Lino Lagoon & Marine
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1077

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in lagoon, reversing to
marine and finished with unique double overlocked seams.

Varanasi Cobalt - Silk
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1031

In pure silk , this luxurious square cushion features a bold
check pattern reversing to a wide stripe. In bright tones of
cobalt blue, emerald green and indigo.

Portland Delft*

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0954

This square cushion features a small scale geometric velvet
in delft blue tones with a luxurious metallic thread ground.
A textural plain velvet in rich cobalt blue creates the
reverse. Trimmed with Anshu satin in prussian blue.
4

Varese Malachite & Navy
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1131

Our best-selling cotton velvet Varese is the feature in this
luxurious square velvet cushion. Stylish malachite reversing
to navy and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.

Minakari Cobalt

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1015

Expansive painterly blooms and trailing leaves are artfully
arranged on this large square velvet cushion with a
kaleidoscopic geometric background in vivid, vibrant
colours. Digitally printed onto luxurious soft velvet.

Cushions

Cormo Chalk

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1062

An incredibly soft and fluffy faux sheepskin boucle weave
in chalk white is paired with a smart wool cloth in dark
charcoal in this stylish square cushion.

This season immerse your
interior in luxurious and inviting
textures – from elegant painterly
florals to contemporar y graphic
checks our cushion range has
style sewn up.

Monserrate Viridian*
60 x 30cm 24 x 12”

CCDG1057

A classic geometric cut velvet cushion in viridian green, woven
with rayon and cotton to create a stunning two-tone effect. This
small rectangular cushion reverses to our popular Tarazona and
is trimmed with Calozzo tafetta.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Varese Marine & Cerulean
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1071

Tarbana Midnight

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG1021

A bold damask pattern is flock printed onto a decorative
cotton/linen ground in this statement square decorative
cushion. In glorious tones of cobalt and indigo blues with
highlights of lime.

Fitzrovia Cerulean*

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0958

A smart abstract geometric cut velvet cushion with a
glamorous metallic ground. Reverses to Vicenza plain
velvet in denim blue and trimmed on each side with
Anshu satin in pale gold.

Our best-selling elegant cotton velvet Varese. Stylish
marine blue reversing to cerulean and finished with a
Scala linen trim in natural.

Brera Lino Sky & Cloud
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG0997

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in sky, reversing
to cloud with unique double overlocked seams.

Brera Colorato Zinc

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0984

Cormo Zinc

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1063

Our stunning range of Brera Colorato cushions feature a
four colour pinstripe in tonal shades, reversing to narrow
bands of indigo. This 100% pure linen cushion is finished
with an elegant overlocked edge.

Cassia Prussian & Granite

Manipur Midnight*

Our best-selling Cassia velvet cushion in prussian
blue. Co-ordinating with granite and edged with
an elegant satin trim on both ends.

This cut velvet cushion in midnight Manipur,
features a bold scale, hexagonal geometric with a
unique patterned effect in the ground. Finished with
a Kumana reverse in cool marble and a zinc trim.

An incredibly soft and fluffy faux sheepskin boucle
weave in zinc is paired with a smart wool cloth in marl
grey in this stylish square cushion.

Spirited
shades of blue
to soothe the
senses
6

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1001

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1067

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Monserrate Ocean*

60 x 30cm 24 x 12” CCDG1058

A classic geometric cut velvet cushion in
ocean blue, woven with rayon and cotton to
create a stunning two-tone effect. This small
rectangular cushion reverses to our popular
Tarazona and is trimmed with Calozzo tafetta.

Pahari Rosewood

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1019

This glorious cushion depicts wonderful large-scale roses,
peonies and camellias, combined with a damask pattern
in rich rosewood. Iridescent butterflies add a playful
touch. Digitally printed onto luxuriously soft velvet.

Manipur Silver*

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0988

Cool silver Manipur - a bold scale hexagonal geometric
with a unique patterned effect in the ground. Elegant and
sophisticated, this luxurious cushion is finished with a
Kumana reverse in cool marble and a zinc trim.

Brera Lino Thyme & Pale Jade
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1127

Two tones of Brera Lino pure linen feature in this
contemporary square cushion in thyme, reversing to
jade with unique double seams.

Varese Ocean & Duck Egg
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1132

Our best-selling cotton velvet Varese is the feature in this
luxurious square velvet cushion. Stylish ocean reversing to
duck egg and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.
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Cassia Celadon & Mist

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1002

Our best-selling Cassia velvet cushion in celadon. Co-ordinating
with mist and edged with an elegant satin trim on both ends.

Corda Apple
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1010
Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy cushion in apple
green, co-ordinated with our Velluto turquoise plain
velvet. Finished with a Scala linen piping detail in teal blue.

Kiyosumi Celadon

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0973

A romantic vision of watercolour leaves, layered amidst
magnolia blossom with an elegant swallow. In tones of
celadon and jade, digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen.
*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat

dazzling
textures in
a cool fresh
palette
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Manipur Jade*
Jardin Chinois Jade

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG0963

Watercolour bamboo leaves with ink splatter textures,
overlaid with a gold foil speckle print for a touch of glamour.
In glorious shades of green, this stylish digitally printed
cushion reverses in linen to a layered leaf, textured pattern.

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0990

Jade Manipur - a bold scale hexagonal geometric with a unique
patterned effect in the ground. Elegant and sophisticated, this
luxurious cushion is finished with a Kumana reverse in cool
marble and a zinc trim.

Rivoli Ocean

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0842

Brera Lino Ocean & Celadon
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG0996

This small rectangular cushion features an elegant slubbed
textured viscose velvet with a subtle sheen in vibrant
ocean. Completed with a natural linen/cotton reverse.

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in ocean, reversing
to celadon with unique double overlocked seams.

Hollyhock Celadon

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0971
50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG0907

Wonderful hollyhock flowers are fully embroidered onto a
natural coloured cotton/linen ground. In rich celadon, aqua
and teal blue shades completed with a plain soft aqua reverse.

Fitzrovia Antique Jade*

Corda Ocean

A smart abstract geometric cut velvet cushion in
antique jade with a glamorous metallic ground.
Reverses to Vicenza plain velvet in pistachio green and
trimmed on each side with Anshu satin in pale gold.

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy cushion
in ocean blue co-ordinates with our Velluto duck
egg plain velvet, this luxurious cushion is finished
with a Scala linen piping detail in duck egg blue.

Milazzo Antique Jade

Add a sophisticated colour to your interior scheme
with this linen cushion in antique jade reversing to
sea mist. With a textured weave and large square,
this cushion has a smart overlocked edge detail.

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0961
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43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1012

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat 11

Tarbana Linen

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG1022

A bold damask pattern is flock printed onto
a decorative cotton/linen ground in this
statement square decorative cushion. In elegant
neutral tones with highlights of chocolate.

Corda Olive

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1068

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy in olive
yellow is co-ordinated with our Velluto alchemilla
plain velvet in this luxurious square cushion
finished with a Scala linen piping detail.

Dynamic mix of
texture for a
touch of elegance
Brera Lino Pistachio & Moss
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1000

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in pistachio,
reversing to moss with unique double overlocked seams.

Jangal Ecru

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1018

Exotic branches of leaves painted with exquisite detail flow
gently across this large square linen cushion with a softly
frescoed ground with contrasting border. This versatile
cushion is digitally printed onto luxurious 100% pure linen.

Corda Primrose

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1014

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy cushion
in primrose yellow, co-ordinated with our Velluto
graphite plain velvet, this luxurious square cushion is
finished with a Scala linen piping detail in smoke.

Corda Forest

Brera Lino Forest & Alchemilla

Monserrate Ochre*

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in forest,
reversing to alchemilla and finished with unique
double overlocked seams.

A classic geometric cut velvet cushion in ochre yellow,
woven with rayon and cotton to create a stunning twotone affect. This small rectangular cushion reverses to our
popular Tarazona and is trimmed with Calozzo tafetta.

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1078

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1113

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy in forest green is
co-ordinated with our Velluto moss plain velvet in this luxurious
square cushion finished with a Scala linen piping detail in zinc.

60 x 30cm 24 x 12” CCDG1059

12 *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Kasavu Natural

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1025

Varanasi Taupe - Silk

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1038

This decorative large rectangular cushion features shaded, In pure silk, this luxurious square cushion features
inky vertical stripes in tones of natural and grey, highlighted a bold check pattern reversing to a wide stripe. In
elegant tones of chocolate, taupe and graphite.
with stamped decorative foil motifs in gold. This stunning
cushion design is printed onto a cotton linen blend.

Manipur Espresso*

Kasuti Alchemilla

This cut velvet cushion in espresso Manipur,
features a bold scale, hexagonal geometric with a
unique patterned effect in the ground. Finished with
a Kumana reverse in cool marble and a zinc trim.

The epitome of glamour - this luxurious statement
striped satin cushion features graphic floral
embroidery in black with an almost raised appearance.
Woven with silk in a stunning colour combination.

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1066

Rivoli Saffron

Tanjore Natural

This small rectangular cushion features an elegant slubbed
textured viscose velvet with a subtle sheen in vibrant
saffron. Completed with a natural linen/cotton reverse.

This stylish decorative cushion features
graphic, bold leaf motifs, embroidered onto a
natural coloured cotton linen blend ground.

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0845

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1028

Maple Tree Sepia

Cassia Saffron & Hazel

Stunning watercoloured leaves in rich, earthy sepia
tones are set amidst magnolia flowers, with colourful
birds intertwined on both sides. This large square floral
cushion is digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen.

Our best-selling Cassia velvet, a lustrous
and luxurious plain velvet cushion in saffron.
Co-ordinating with hazel and edged with an
elegant satin trim on both ends.

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0974
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50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1045

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1075

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat 15

Minakari Rosewood

Jangal Moss

Expansive painterly blooms and trailing leaves are artfully
arranged on this large square velvet cushion with a
kaleidoscopic geometric background in elegant neutral
colours. Digitally printed onto luxurious soft velvet.

Exotic branches of leaves painted with exquisite
detail flow gently across this large square velvet
cushion with a softly frescoed ground with
contrasting border. This versatile cushion is
digitally printed onto luxurious velvet.

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1016

Manipur Ochre*

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0814

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1017

Fitzrovia Ochre*

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0959

This stylish velvet cushion in ochre features a hexagonal geometric
effect in the ground. Elegant and sophisticated, this cushion is
finished with a Kumana reverse in cool marble with a graphite trim.

A smart abstract geometric cut velvet cushion in
ochre with a glamorous metallic ground. Reverses to
Vicenza plain velvet in ochre and trimmed on each
side with Anshu satin in pale gold.

Varese Linen & Cocoa

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1046

Kasuti Taupe

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1074

Our best-selling elegant cotton velvet Varese.
Stylish linen reversing to cocoa and finished
with a Scala linen trim in natural.

The epitome of glamour - this luxurious statement
striped satin cushion features graphic floral embroidery
in black with an almost raised appearance. Woven with
silk in a stunning colour combination.

Dahlia Noir Slate

Brera Lino Espresso & Cocoa

Dramatic dahlias in stunning neutral tones are set on a marble
effect ground on this stunning cushion. Digitally printed on a
velvet ground for a luxurious statement. This stylish cushion is
completed with a granite marble effect pattern on the reverse.

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in
espresso, reversing to cocoa and finished with
unique double overlocked seams.

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0922

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1076

16 *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Make it modern in monochrome

Monserrate Graphite*

Baluchi Natural

A classic geometric cut velvet cushion in
graphite grey, woven with rayon and cotton to
create a stunning two-tone effect. This small
rectangular cushion reverses to our popular
Tarazona and is trimmed with Calozzo tafetta.

A wondrous large scale boucle weave is the focus
for this round cushion in warm natural. Reversing
to our stylish Marl wool cloth in linen.

60 x 30cm 24 x 12”

CCDG1056

45cm 18” diameter CCDG1064

Mousson Graphite

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1061

Cassia Dove

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0888

A luxuriously soft faux sheepskin with a wool
rich pile in graphite grey is paired with our pure
tumbled linen Brera Lino in this irresistible cushion.

Our best selling Cassia velvet, a lustrous and luxurious
plain velvet cushion in dove. Co-ordinating with chalk and
reinforced with an elegant satin trim on both ends.

Mousson Chalk

Yulan Birch

A luxuriously soft faux sheepskin with a wool rich
pile in chalk white is paired with our pure tumbled
linen Brera Lino in this irresistible cushion.

Large scale studies of magnolia flowers are stunningly
depicted on this large square floral cushion. Digitally printed
onto soft smooth velvet for a sublime luxurious feel.

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1060

Milazzo Alabaster

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG0835

A linen rich plain square cushion in alabaster, with a
textured weave and smart overlocked edge detail.

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0981

Brera Lino Alabaster

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG0517

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in alabaster,
reversing to natural and finished with unique double
overlocked seams.

18 *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Baluchi Cameo

45cm 18” diameter CCDG1065

Pahari Damask Tuberose
50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG1027

This elegant cushion features wonderful large-scale
roses, peonies and camellias, combined with a graphic
damask pattern in charcoal. Digitally printed onto a
rich silk/cotton satin with embroidered highlights.

A wondrous large scale boucle weave is the focus
for this round cushion in cameo pink. Reversing
to our stylish Marl wool cloth in blossom.

Corda Graphite

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1070

Brera Lino Cameo & Parchment
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1128

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in cameo,
reversing to parchment and finished with unique
double overlocked seams

Manipur Amethyst*

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0991

Amethyst Manipur - a bold scale hexagonal geometric
with a unique patterned effect in the ground. Elegant
and sophisticated, this luxurious cushion is finished
with a Kumana reverse in cool marble and a zinc trim.

Varese Graphite & Platinum
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1073

Our best-selling elegant cotton velvet Varese.
Stylish graphite reversing to platinum and
finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.
20

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy in
graphite grey is co-ordinated with our Velluto
dove plain velvet in this luxurious square cushion
finished with a Scala linen piping detail in smoke.

Pahari Platinum

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1020

This glorious cushion depicts wonderful large-scale roses,
peonies and camellias, combined with a damask pattern
in elegant grey. Iridescent butterflies add a playful touch.
Digitally printed onto luxuriously soft velvet.

Cassia Cameo & Linen

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1129

Our best-selling Cassia velvet, a lustrous and luxurious
plain velvet cushion in cameo pink. Co-ordinating with linen
and edged with an elegant satin trim on both ends.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat 21

Tanjore Berry

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG1029

Manipur Oyster*

This stylish decorative cushion features graphic,
bold leaf motifs, embroidered onto a natural
coloured cotton linen blend ground.

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0813

Varese Lime

Tarbana Amethyst

Our best-selling cotton velvet Varese is the feature in this
luxurious square velvet cushion. Stylish lime green reversing
to fir and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.

A bold damask pattern is flock printed onto a decorative
cotton/linen ground in this statement square decorative
cushion. In rich tones of amethyst and damson.

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0938

Kasavu Amethyst

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1024

This decorative large rectangular cushion features
shaded, inky vertical stripes in tones of amethyst
and damson, highlighted with stamped decorative
foil motifs in gold. This stunning cushion design is
printed onto a cotton linen blend.

Varese Damson & Cassis
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1072

This stylish cut velvet cushion in oyster features a bold hexagonal
geometric with a unique patterned effect in the ground. Elegant
and sophisticated, this luxurious cushion is finished with a
Kumana reverse in cool marble and a graphite trim.

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG1023

M il a zzo Peo n y

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG0832

Add a vibrant splash of colour to your interior scheme with
this linen rich plain square cushion in peony reversing to
berry. With a textured weave, two tones are reinforced
together with a smart overlocked edge detail.

Corda Chalk

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1011

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy cushion in
chalk white, co-ordinated with our Velluto noir plain
velvet, this luxurious square cushion is finished with a
Scala linen piping detail in noir.
22 *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
Our best-selling elegant cotton velvet
Varese. Stylish damson reversing to cassis
and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.
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Varanasi Fuchsia - Silk
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1030

Varese Bright Fuchsia & Saffron

In pure silk, this luxurious square cushion features
a bold check pattern reversing to a wide stripe. In
vivid tones of fuchsia pink, mandarin and taupe.

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1133

Cassia Fuchsia

Rivoli Damson

Our best-selling Cassia velvet, a lustrous and luxurious
plain velvet cushion in fuchsia pink. Co-ordinating with
grape and edged with an elegant satin trim on both ends.

This small rectangular cushion features an elegant slubbed
textured viscose velvet with a subtle sheen in bold damson.
Completed with a natural linen/cotton reverse.

Peonia Grande Zinc

Grandiflora Rose Epice

A new take on flowers which is almost photographic,
detailed peonies and roses with faded charm create this
stunning square cushion. Digitally printed onto luxurious
velvet and fully reversible with a zinc grey ground.

A glorious cluster of multi coloured painterly hydrangeas,
poppies and peonies form the focal point for this stunning
cushion. Digitally printed onto pure natural linen, reversing
to a smaller floral cluster with vivid green geranium leaves.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0948

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0866

Our best-selling cotton velvet Varese is the feature in this
luxurious square velvet cushion. Stylish bright fuchsia reversing
to saffron and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.

50 x 30cm 20 x 12” CCDG0843

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0975

Corda Azalea

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1069

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy in
azalea pink is co-ordinated with our Velluto pale
rose plain velvet in this luxurious square cushion
finished with a Scala linen piping detail in moleskin.
24

Varese Magenta & Blossom
43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0992

Our best selling cotton velvet Varese in stylish magenta reversing
to blossom and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.
25

Osaria Dove

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG1041

Elegant lace style damask motifs feature on this decorative cushion.
Digitally printed onto pure tumbled linen in subtle pewter grey with
multicoloured highlights. Finished with an overlocked edge.

Tourangelle Peony

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0863

A new style of floral in mesmerising realistic
detail creates this stunning cushion. Dramatic
peonies and roses with a cool grey painterly
ground are digitally printed on pure linen. This
stylish floral cushion has a beautiful detail of
roses on the reverse and is finished with a
contemporary overlocked edge.

Corda Blossom

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1013

Soft to the touch Corda cotton corduroy cushion
in blossom pink and co-ordinated with our Velluto
doeskin plain velvet, this luxurious square cushion is
finished with a Scala linen piping detail in natural.

Manipur Coral*

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG0989

Coral Manipur - a bold scale hexagonal
geometric with a unique patterned effect in
the ground. Elegant and sophisticated, this
luxurious cushion is finished with a Kumana
reverse in cool marble and a zinc trim.

Sepia Flower Birch

55 x 55cm 22 x 22” CCDG0977

Almost photographic in nature, elegant monochromatic anemone flowers
in exquisite hand painted detail are set on soft, chalky, textural print in
this large square floral cushion. Digitally printed onto soft tumbled linen.

Milazzo Cloud

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCDG0893

Brera Lino Rosewood & Azalea
45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1079

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in rosewood, reversing
to azalea and finished with unique double overlocked seams.

Add a sophisticated tone of colour to your
interior scheme with this linen rich plain cushion
in cloud reversing to pewter. With a textured
weave this large square cushion has a smart
overlocked edge detail.

26 *Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Tulip Garden Azalea

Brera Lino Blossom & Pearl

A delicate array of highly detailed tulips are set on
crisp white in this elegant cushion. Digitally printed
onto pure linen, reversing to a watercoloured abstract
floral. Finished with a delicate overlocked trim detail.

Brera Lino pure tumbled linen cushion in blossom,
reversing to pearl with unique double overlocked seams.

60 x 30cm 24 x 12” CCDG0979

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1004

Spring Tulip Buttermilk
60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0978

Shanghai Garden Ecru

60 x 60cm 24 x 24” CCDG0355

Delicate painterly printed peonies, captured in
elegant neutral tones of ecru and graphite grey,
reversing to stone linen. Trimmed with alabaster
white silk satin at both ends.

Spring tulips in various stages of blossom have been
hand painted in exquisite detail for this stunning
floral cushion. Digitally printed onto pure tumbled
linen and finished with an overlocked trim detail.

Brera Lino Coral & Putty
Varese Cameo & Pumice

43 x 43cm 17 x 17” CCDG1130

Our best-selling cotton velvet Varese is the feature in this
luxurious square velvet cushion. Stylish cameo reversing to
pumice and finished with a Scala linen trim in natural.

Exquisite
botanical
studies
28

Yulan Magnolia

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0980

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1126

Two tones of Brera Lino pure linen feature in this
contemporary square cushion in coral, reversing to putty
with unique double seams.

Brera Gessato Natural

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG0880

Our stunning range of Brera Gessato cushions feature large scale
Large scale studies of magnolia flowers are stunningly
stripes with bands of colour in shades of natural separated by
depicted on this large rectangular floral cushion. Digitally
a modern thin black line. Woven in Italy from 100% pure linen.
printed onto soft smooth velvet for a sublime luxurious feel. Fully reversible and finished with an elegant overlocked edge.
29

LIN EN

B r er a L i n o
Cor a l & P utty
CCDG1126

B r er a L i n o
Blo sso m & Pea rl
CCDG1004

B r er a L i n o
Sk y & Clo u d
CCDG0997

B r er a L i n o For est
& A lc hem ill a
CCDG1078

B r er a L i n o
A l ab a ster
CCDG0517

B r er a L i n o
Cameo & Parchment
CCDG1128

B r er a L i n o
Pistachio & Moss
CCDG1000

B r er a L i n o
T h y m e & P a le Ja de
CCDG1127

Plain & textured
cushions
Let the colour in, our collection of plain cushions comes in a range of
t e x t u r e s , l i n e n , c o r d u r o y, v e l v e t a n d w o o l . M i x i t u p f o r i n s t a n t s t y l e .

C OR D U ROY
B r er a L i n o
Rosewood & Azalea
CCDG1079

M il a zzo
Peo n y
CCDG0832

30

B r er a L i n o
Espresso & Cocoa
CCDG1076

M il a zzo
A l ab a ster
CCDG0835

B r er a L i n o
L a goo n & M a ri ne
CCDG1077

M il a zzo
Clo u d
CCDG0893

B r er a L i n o
Ocea n & Cel a do n
CCDG0996

M il a zzo
A n tique Ja de
CCDG0907

Cor d a
Apple
CCDG1010

Cor d a
O cea n
CCDG1012

Cor d a
P ri m r o se
CCDG1014

Cor d a
Ol ive
CCDG1068

Cor d a
A z a lea
CCDG1069

Cor d a
For est
CCDG1113

Cor d a
Gr ap h ite
CCDG1070

Cor d a
Blo sso m
CCDG1013

Cor d a
Ch alk
CCDG1011
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VELVETS

R ivol i
D a m so n
CCDG0843

R ivol i S a ffr o n
CCDG0845

R ivoli Ocea n
CCDG0842

Va r ese
Bright Fuchsia & Saffron
CCDG1133

Va r ese
L i nen & Co co a
CCDG1074

Va r ese
M a l a c h ite & Na v y
CCDG1131

Va r ese
D a m so n & C a ssi s
CCDG1072

Va r ese
C a m eo & P u m ice
CCDG1130

Va r ese
Lime
CCDG0938

WOOLS

Va r ese
M a gen ta & Blo sso m
CCDG0992

C a ssi a
Saffron & Hazel
CCDG1075
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C a ssi a
F u c h si a
CCDG0948

Va r ese
Gr ap h ite & Pl ati n u m
CCDG1073

C a ssi a
C a m eo & L i nen
CCDG1129

Va r ese
Ocea n & D uck E g g
CCDG1132

C a ssi a D o ve
CCDG0888

Va r ese
M a ri ne & Cer u lea n
CCDG1071

C a ssi a
Cel a do n & M i st
CCDG1002

C a ssi a
Prussian & Granite
CCDG1001

M o u sso n C h a l k
CCDG1060

B a lu c h i
N at u r a l
CCDG1064

Cor m o C h a l k
CCDG1062

M o u sso n
Gr ap h ite
CCDG1061

B a lu c h i C a m eo
CCDG1065

Cor m o Zi n c
CCDG1063
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Minakari Cobalt

Saraille Cobalt

Digitally printed on 100% Merino Wool

80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide
Hand dip-dyed

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0226

115 x 180cm 45 x 71” BLDG0244

Langton Cobalt

Tuilerie Cornflower

70% Mohair, 22% Wool, 8% Nylon

80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

130 x 190cm 51 x 71” BLDG0228

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0222

Throws

W r a p y o u r s e l f i n l u x u r y. O u r t h r o w s a d d i n i m i t a b l e
det ail to the home with ef for tless painterly f lowers,
contemporar y checks and stunning stripes.

Grandiflora Rose Epice

Longhena Espresso

Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

20% Fine Merino Wool, 40% Cotton, 40% Acrylic

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0224
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130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0221
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Arklet Emerald

Maple Tree Celadon

100% New Zealand Wool

Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

130x180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0229

Katan Espresso

Bayswater Teal

32% Mohair, 49% Wool, 19% Polyamide

20% Wool, 50% Acrylic, 30% Polyester

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0200

130 x 190cm 51 x 71” BLDG0223

Bampton Emerald

Florentin Emerald

50% Acrylic, 25% Polyamide, 20% Wool,
5% Other Fibres

Recycled Yarn 40% Merino Wool, 40%
Cotton, 20% Polyester

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0137
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130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0207

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0219
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Pahari Rosewood

Marjorelle Rose

Digitally printed on 100% Merino Wool

Recycled Yarn 70% Wool, 20% Polyamide,
10% Silk

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0227

Jala Moss

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0176
20% Alpaca Wool, 80% Wool

Arklet Loganberry

130x180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0230
100% New Zealand Wool

Spring Tulip Buttermilk

Moltrasio Tuberose

Delft Flower Noir

Digitally Printed on 100% Linen

50% Mohair, 30% Wool, 20% Polyamide

Digitally Printed on 100% Merino
Lambswool

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0208
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130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0232

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0220

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0129

Super soft
textures for
a stylish
home
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Saraille Fuchsia

Katan Fuchsia

80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide
Hand dip-dyed

32% Mohair, 49% Wool, 19% Polyamide

115 x 180cm 45 x 71” BLDG0245

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0199

Burano Dove

Pahari Lino Tuberose

Recycled Yarn 80% Merino Wool,
10% Silk, 10% Polyamide

Digitally printed on 100% Linen

Florentin Moss

Tourangelle Peony

Recycled Yarn 40% Merino Wool; 40%
Cotton; 20% Polyester

Digitally printed on 100% Linen

130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0225 130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0231

130 x 190cm 51 x 75” BLDG0235 130 x 180cm 51 x 71” BLDG0188
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Indoor
Outdoor
Cushions

Come rain or shine, these innovative
cushions can be used inside and out.

Amlapura Cobalt*

Padua Cobalt*

Pompano Indigo

Acanthus Indigo

Padua Aqua*

Giardino Segreto Delft

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1134
Inky spots of cobalt blue shades digitally
printed onto an outdoor canvas. Reverses to
the painterly stripe of Palasari and finished
with an overlocked edge.

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1008
Pompano, a small scale geometric in
Indigo, jacquard woven in a resilient
fibre for outdoor use. Reverses to
Lovina outdoor in indigo and finished
with a chalk trim.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1138
A stunning shaded ombre stripe in aqua
digitally printed onto an outdoor canvas.
Reverses to the tie-dye effect of Seraya and
finished with an overlocked edge.
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60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1136
A stunning shaded ombre stripe in cobalt
blue digitally printed onto an outdoor canvas.
Reverses to the tie-dye effect of Seraya and
finished with an overlocked edge.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1006
Acanthus Indigo with botanical studies of
flowers and ferns, digitally printed onto a
resilient water and stain resistant canvas.
Reverses to Lovina outdoor in dusk and
finished with an indigo blue trim.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1005
Giardino Segreto with intricate botanical
trees, digitally printed onto a resilient water
and stain resistant canvas. Reverses to Lovina
outdoor in cornflower blue and finished with
a lime trim.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat 43

Amlapura Graphite*

Padua Cocoa*

Brahmi Leaf

Pompano Acacia

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1135
Inky spots of graphite grey shades digitally
printed onto an outdoor canvas. Reverses to
the painterly stripe of Palasari and finished
with an overlocked edge.

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG0894
Brahmi leaf with large nasturtium leaves
in a modern botanical style, digitally
printed onto a resilient water and stain
resistant canvas. Reverses to Padua
outdoor fabric in grass and finished with
a grass green trim.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1139
A stunning shaded ombre stripe in cocoa
digitally printed onto an outdoor canvas.
Reverses to the tie-dye effect of Seraya and
finished with an overlocked edge.

45 x 45cm 18 x 18” CCDG1009
Pompano, a small scale geometric in
Acacia, jacquard woven in a resilient
fibre for outdoor use. Reverses to
Lovina outdoor in chalk and finished
with a chalk trim.

View our rugs brochure
Padua Grass*

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1137
A stunning shaded ombre stripe in grass
digitally printed onto an outdoor canvas.
Reverses to the tie-dye effect of Seraya and
finished with an overlocked edge.
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Acanthus Moss

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCDG1007
Acanthus Moss with botanical studies of
flowers and ferns, digitally printed onto a
resilient water and stain resistant canvas.
Reverses to Lovina outdoor in lime and
finished with an emerald green trim.

*Please note that the exact placement of the design may vary due to the fabric pattern repeat
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Sevanti

Reversible velvet quilts and pillowcases finished with an exquisite stitch. Top layer 100% cotton velvet.
Bottom layer 60% linen, 40% cotton. 100% polyester filling. 100% cotton threads.
Dove

Graphite

Indigo

SP/PP
RP/PP
SP/ST
RP/ST

QUDG0126
QUDG0125
QUDG0135
QUDG0134

SP/PP
RP/PP
SP/ST
RP/ST

QUDG0121
QUDG0120
QUDG0139
QUDG0138

SP/PP
RP/PP
SP/ST
RP/ST

QUDG0116
QUDG0115
QUDG0137
QUDG0136

SQ
MQ
LQ

QUDG0122
QUDG0123
QUDG0124

SQ
MQ
LQ

QUDG0117
QUDG0118
QUDG0119

SQ
MQ
LQ

QUDG0112
QUDG0113
QUDG0114

Alba Bed Throw

100% cotton woven in a chunky waffle weave and stonewashed for softness.
Alabaster

L
XL

BLDG0156
BLDG0170

Pale Grey

L
XL

BLDG0157
BLDG0171

Wedgwood

L
XL

BLDG0158
BLDG0172

Midnight

L
XL

BLDG0159
BLDG0173

Alba Sizes
Large (L)
224 x 244cm 88 x 96”
Extra Large (XL)
267 x 244cm 105 x 96”

Sevanti
pillowcase
with stitch
detail

Sevanti
pillowcase
with pom
poms

Sevanti Sizes
Small Quilt (SQ)
230 x 230cm 91 x 91”
Medium Quilt (MQ)
240 x 260cm 94 x 102”
Large Quilt (LQ)
255 x 280cm 100 x 110”
Square Pillowcase with
Pom Poms (SP/PP) 65
x 65cm 26 x 26”
Rectangular Pillowcase
with Pom Poms (RP/PP)
75 x 50cm 30 x 20”
Square Pillowcase with
Stitch Detail (SP/ST)
65 x 65cm 26 x 26”
Rectangular Pillowcase
with Stitch Detail (RP/
ST) 75 x 50cm 30 x 20”

Quilts & Bed Throws
Add a layer of colour and texture with our divine
quilts in silk , velvet and our pure cot ton bed throws.

Espresso & Birch

SP QUDG0150
RP QUDG0149
SQ QUDG0146
MQ QUDG0147
LQ QUDG0148
Blossom & Peach

SP QUDG0160
RP QUDG0159
SQ QUDG0156
MQ QUDG0157
LQ QUDG0158
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Chalk & Graphite

Silver & Slate

SP
RP

CCDG0240
CCDG0244

SQ QUDG0004
MQ QUDG0005
Damson & Magenta

SP CCDG0238
RP CCDG0242
SQ QUDG0006
MQ QUDG0007

SP
RP

Pebble & Duck Egg

CCDG0237
CCDG0241

SQ QUDG0008
MQ QUDG0009
Silver & Willow

Chenevard

100% silk hand made
reversible quilts and
pillowcases.

SP QUDG0055
RP QUDG0054
SQ QUDG0051
MQ QUDG0052
LQ QUDG0053
Eau De Nil & Celadon

Chenevard Sizes
Square Pillowcase (SP)
65 x 65cm 26 x 26”
Rectangular Pillowcase (RP)
75 x 50cm 30 x 20”

Sky & Cloud

SP CC9117/01
RP CC9118/01

SP QUDG0165
RP QUDG0164

SP QUDG0155
RP QUDG0154

SQ BSPR001/06
MQ BSPR002/06
LQ QUDG0143

SQ QUDG0161
MQ QUDG0162
LQ QUDG0163

SQ QUDG0151
MQ QUDG0152
LQ QUDG0153

Small Quilt (SQ)
230 x 230cm 91 x 91”
Medium Quilt (MQ)
240 x 260cm 94 x 102”
Large Quilt (LQ)
255 x 280cm 100 x 110”
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Turquoise
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

BT072/06H
BT072/06B
BT072/06S
BT0022

Aqua *
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0778
TOWDG0721
TOWDG0722
TOWDG0723
TOWDG0729

Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

30 x 30cm
100 x 50cm
130 x 70cm
165 x 90cm
90 x 50cm

12 x 12”
39 x 20”
51 x 28”
65 x 35”
36 x 20”

Towels

C o n i s t o n T o w el s

O u r l u x u r i o u s 10 0 % p u re
cot ton Coniston towels
Denim
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0718
TOWDG0719
TOWDG0720
TOWDG0728

Wedgwood *
Wash Cloth TOWDG0777
Hand Towel TOWDG0315
Bath Towel TOWDG0316
Bath Sheet TOWDG0317
TOWDG0313
Bath Mat

Cloud
Hand Towel BT0056
Bath Towel BT0054
Bath Sheet BT0055

Plain dyed in sublime 70 0gsm
cot ton and woven with
textured stripe detailing
O E KO -T E X ® S t a n d a r d 1 0 0
approved for added
confidence

Charcoal *
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat
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Moss
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0712
TOWDG0713
TOWDG0714
TOWDG0726

Flint
Hand Towel TOWDG0166
Bath Towel TOWDG0167
Bath Sheet TOWDG0168

Lotus *
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0705
TOWDG0706
TOWDG0707
TOWDG0708
TOWDG0724

Espresso
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

Birch *
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0779
TOWDG0377
TOWDG0378
TOWDG0379
TOWDG0375

TOWDG0776
TOWDG0330
TOWDG0331
TOWDG0332
TOWDG0328

TOWDG0709
TOWDG0710
TOWDG0711
TOWDG0725

*Washcloths available in these colourways only, in packs of 2.

Acacia
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0325
TOWDG0326
TOWDG0327
TOWDG0323

Blossom
Hand Towel TOWDG0715
Bath Towel TOWDG0716
Bath Sheet TOWDG0717
TOWDG0727
Bath Mat

Alabaster *
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet
Bath Mat

TOWDG0780
BT072/01H
BT072/01B
BT072/01S
BT0019
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L o w e s w a t e r T o w el s
We a r e t h r i l l e d t o l a u n c h o u r f i r s t o r g a n i c c o t t o n t o w e l
- woven from superior 70 0gsm Eg yptian cot ton, grown
without the use of synthetic additives or pesticides and not
genetically modified.
O E KO -T E X ® S t a n d a r d 1 0 0 a p p r o v e d f o r a d d e d c o n f i d e n c e .

Organic Egyptian cotton. 700 gsm
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Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

30 x 30cm
100 x 50cm
130 x 70cm
165 x 100cm

12 x 12”
39 x 20”
51 x 28”
65 x 35”

Sage
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0769
TOWDG0742
TOWDG0743
TOWDG0744

Antique Jade
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0770
TOWDG0746
TOWDG0747
TOWDG0748

Celadon
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0771
TOWDG0750
TOWDG0751
TOWDG0752

Bianco
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0774
TOWDG0762
TOWDG0763
TOWDG0764

Birch
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0773
TOWDG0758
TOWDG0759
TOWDG0760

Pale Rose
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel
Bath Sheet

TOWDG0772
TOWDG0754
TOWDG0755
TOWDG0756
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Washbags

Make the ever yday more elegant .

Minakari Cobalt
This floral washbag features bold flowers set on a graphic pattern in
vivid tones of colour. Digitally printed onto soft coated cotton with a
practical waterproof lining.

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0207

24 x 14 x 7.5cm 17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
9 x 6 x 3”
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0206
WASDG0205

Pahari Platinum

Grandiflora Rose Epice

Peonia Grande Zinc

This floral washbag features elegant soft blooms set on a filigree damask
ground. Digitally printed onto soft coated cotton with a practical
waterproof lining.

These floral washbags feature a gorgeous multi-colour cluster of
painterly flowers with a border feature of vivid green geranium leaves.
Digitally printed onto cotton with a waterproof lining.

A beautiful arrangement of peonies and roses set against a
textural grey ground. Digitally printed onto 100% cotton with a
waterproof lining and interior pocket.

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0210

24 x 14 x 7.5cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0209

17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0208

Issoria
Our best selling Issoria butterfly is digitally
printed onto cotton canvas in rose, zinc and jade
with a matt waterproof lining.

28 x 22 x 11cm
11 x 9 x 4”
WASDG0105

22 x 16 x 8cm
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0104

52 These washbags are double sided.

16 x 13 x 6.5cm
6 x 5 x 3”
WASDG0103

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0195

24 x 14 x 7.5cm 17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0193
WASDG0194

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0171

24 x 14 x 7.5cm 17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
9 x 6 x 3”
7 x 4 x 2”
WASDG0170
WASDG0169

Spring Tulip Buttermilk

Giardino Segreto Cornflower

These floral washbags feature a delightful display of highly
detailed painted tulips in soft powdery tones. Digitally printed
onto cotton with a waterproof lining.

Delicate green, leafy stems and exotic birds are decoratively placed,
set against a textural cobalt blue sky ground. Digitally printed onto
100% cotton with a waterproof lining.

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0198

24 x 14 x 7.5cm 17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0196
WASDG0197

30 x 18 x 10.5cm
12 x 7 x 4”
WASDG0174

24 x 14 x 7.5cm 17.5 x 10.5 x 6cm
7 x 4 x 2”
9 x 6 x 3”
WASDG0172
WASDG0173
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John De r ia n Com pa ny Inc wa s establ ished in
New York in 1989 a nd is r enow ned for c r eat ing
the most bea ut iful d ecou pa ge wa r es, wh ich a r e all
ha nd ma d e in John’s Ne w York Cit y stud io.
Th is ra nge of a ccessor ies embod ies the worl d of
John De r ia n to com pl ement the Pic tur e B ook 1
a nd 2 ra nges of fab r ic a nd wall pa pe r.

Cushions

A ppl es Ca r m ine

Pa storal Sky

Pa r r ot a nd Pal m Pa rchment

Wall pa pe r B ird s Se p ia

Birds of a Feather Parchment

A wonderful cushion with rich and
vibrant apples, placed in John Derian
collage style on a mosaiced effect
backdrop of collaged fragments. This
glorious large rectangular cushion is
digitally printed onto a linen rich ground.

This large square cushion features a dense and
abundant countryside scene with galloping animals
and a subtly textural horizon, presented in classic
John Derian style. With a collage style striped border
detail reversing to a different scene, this decorative
cushion is digitally printed onto a linen rich ground.

Surrounded by exotic palms, elegant parrots are the
centre of attention in this large statement cushion by
John Derian. Digitally printed onto pure linen with
embroidered highlights, a sophisticated parrot features on
the reverse. This decorative cushion is complemented by
our best-selling Brera Lino plain linen cushions.

This stylish reversible cushion features beautiful
botanical studies of birds, set against a vintage
wallpaper pattern - the original for which
was found in John Derian’s studio. In typical
decoupage collage style, this large square cushion
is digitally printed onto a linen rich ground.

A classic scene of game birds is given the
John Derian treatment in this decorative large
rectangular cushion. Digitally printed onto a
linen rich ground and completed with a country
pastoral scene on the reverse.

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCJD5062
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50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5058

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5054

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5057

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCJD5060
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El e pha nt 's Tr unk Sky
60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5052

With original artwork created by John Derian,
this cushion features a bold elephant surrounded
by butterflies and completed with a patchwork
stripe border. Monochromatic butterflies create
the reverse. Digitally printed onto cotton/linen.

Fr iend sh i p For est

60 x 45cm 24 x 18” CCJD5061

An abundance of foliage and flowers with a
banner slogan of friendship, love and truth.
This statement large rectangular cushion by
John Derian is digitally printed onto a linen
rich ground and complemented by our
best-selling Brera Lino plain linen cushions.

Bl ue Coral Del f t

60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5049

With original artwork created by John Derian,
this nautical themed cushion features a whale,
surrounded by coral patterns. Reverses to
a handsome ship, playfully surrounded by
butterflies. Digitally printed onto cotton/linen.

Pa int Cha r ts Az ur e

Tul i ps Cobal t

Bl ue Da is ies Se p ia

This colourful cushion of vintage colour charts
are a classic staple for the world of John Derian.
This large square cushion is digitally printed
onto a linen-rich neutral ground and reverses
to a continuation of the colour spectrum. This
decorative cushion is complemented by our
best-selling Brera Lino plain linen cushions.

Glorious bold and colourful tulips are
layered in John Derian decoupage style in
this large square cushion. Digitally printed
onto a linen rich ground this decorative
cushion is complemented by our bestselling Brera Lino plain linen cushions.

Vibrant daisies and geranium
leaves are collaged together with a
decorative backdrop of insects and
patterns in this reversible large square
cushion by John Derian. Digitally
printed onto a linen rich ground.

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5056
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50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5059

50 x 50cm 20 x 20” CCJD5055

Zebra s Se p ia

60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5050

Animals and nature have always been a feature
of the world of John Derian - striking zebras are
surrounded by collages of flowers, leaves and
patterns. Digitally printed onto cotton/linen.
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Fl oral Av ia r y Pa rchment
60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5051

This wonderful cushion layers birds and
butterflies with a bold floral motif. Exotic
butterflies create the reverse pattern. Digitally
printed onto cotton/linen.

Ma nes Del f t

L ov e For est

A lion stands proud on this stunning cushion,
surrounded by flowers and a patchworked
border pattern. Reverses to a mystical horse with
a blue mane. Digitally printed onto cotton/linen.

This stunning cushion features the Rose
Mosaic digital print as a backdrop with
the word 'Love' in bold embroidered
crewelwork lettering.

50 x 50cm 20 x 20" CCJD5053

50 x 50cm 20 x 20" CCJD5045

Ga rd en Fa nta s y Fuchs ia
60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5047

With original artwork created by John Derian, this
cushion is a celebration of flowers and butterflies
collaged together with a patchwork stripe border.
Digitally printed onto cotton/linen.

Pa r r ot a nd Pal m Az ur e
50 x 50cm 20 x 20" CCJD5025

Surrounded by exotic palms, the most perfect
colourful parrots are the centre of attention
in this large statement cushion by John Derian.
Digitally printed onto pure linen with embroidered
highlights. A vivid green parrot forms the reverse.

Dra gonf ly Ov e r Cl oud s
Sky Bl ue
50 x 50cm 20 x 20" CCJD5008

A wonderfully bold detailed dragonfly set on a
vintage engraving of an ethereal sky. Digitally printed
onto pure linen with delicate embroidered knot
detailing and a printed sky reverse.
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Sea L ife Coral

60 x 45cm 24 x 18" CCJD5023

Wonderfully vibrant corals, shells and fish create a
charming underwater scene in this designer cushion
by John Derian. Digitally printed onto pure linen with
exquisite embroidered details and a trio of charming
shells on the reverse. This decorative cushion is
complemented by our best-selling Brera Lino cushions.
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Stunning Throws
Birds of a Feather Parchment Rhododendron Cobalt
130 x 180cm 51 x 71" BLJD5004

130 x 180cm 51 x 71" BLJD5005

Stunning botanical-style wading birds are set on
a soft parchment ground, in this stunning printed
throw by New York based Designer, John Derian.
Clusters of rich autumnal decoupage-style leaves
create a dynamic border detail. This decorative
designer interior throw is digitally printed onto
pure linen with a tumbled finish and completed
with a hemmed edge.

A glorious cluster of Rhododendron
flowers with vivid white and fuchsia
petals are surrounded by bright cobalt
flowers, in this delightful interior throw
by New York based Designer,
John Derian. This stunning floral interior
throw is digitally printed onto pure linen
with a tumbled finish and completed
with a hemmed edge. A truly statement
piece for your interior space.

New Elegant Rug
The R ose Se p ia - L a r ge R ug
200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8” RUGJD7001

This glorious rug by John Derian features large scale blooms bordered
with vivid leaves, taking direct inspiration from The Rose fabric design.
With delicate, shaded detail and sublime colour use, this elegant floral
rug will work in any interior setting. Hand screen printed onto a woven
viscose ground.
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M ir r or ed But te r f l ies Sky
130 x 180cm 51 x 71" BLJD5003

This luxurious pure linen throw features a
kaleidoscope of vividly coloured butterflies
set against a cloudy sky. Digitally printed onto
luxurious heavy weight linen.
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CUSHIONS

The Christian Lacroix approach to design is to tell unique and memorable stories,
and have you partake in the adventure. Their extravagance and spirit are matched
only by their determination to fulfil a unique vision for your home. The range of
accessories developed by Christian Lacroix Maison promise incomparable designs
with the finest of finishing.

Fashion Bigbang - Jais
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0601

Botanic Rainbow - Multicolore
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0600

Have fun with your interior scheme with this
fashionable statement cushion by Christian Lacroix.
Drawn from the archive of scarves, fashion drawings
are playfully mixed with planets and solar systems.
This eclectic designer cushion is digitally printed onto
cotton sateen with a double piping detail on all sides.

Add a decorative splash to your interior scheme with this
colourful cushion by Christian Lacroix. Taken from the scarf
fashion range, this large square cushion is digitally printed
onto cotton sateen, a star shaped motif with kaleidoscopic
patterns are combined with small scale multi coloured
flowers. This statement designer cushion is fully reversible.

Lacroix Photocall - Multicolore
55 x 55cm 22 x 22’’ CCCL0604

Arlecchino Wood - Multicolore
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0603

Straight from the catwalk - fashion figures adorn this
stunning statement large square cushion by
Christian Lacroix. Inspired by the fashion scarf range, this
luxurious designer cushion is digitally printed onto sultan
silk with a cotton sateen reverse and will be sure to add a
colourful touch to your interior scheme.

Taken straight from the fashion scarf range, this fabulous
designer cushion by Christian Lacroix adds a decorative
touch to your interior scheme. Digitally printed onto
luxurious velvet, this large square cushion is completed with
a cotton sateen print on the reverse.

Lacroix Parade - Jais
55 x 55cm 22 x 22’’ CCCL0602

Les Félines - Magenta
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0605

A bold statement logo cushion by Christian Lacroix
intermixed with fabulous fashion drawings. Taken from the
scarf fashion range, this large square cushion is digitally
printed onto sultan silk and reverses to a contrasting print
on cotton sateen.

Fashion figures in leopard silhouette create this
striking cushion by Christian Lacroix. Inspired
by the fashion scarf range but now available
for your interior scheme, this square designer
cushion is digitally printed onto cotton sateen
with a magenta piping on all sides.

Eclectic and eccentric cushions, throws and rugs await your discovery. A selection of
our rugs are now available to order in bespoke sizes.
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Mosaïc Freak - Multicolore
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0596

Soft L’Aveu - Ruisseau
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0584

Colourful abstract shapes and patterns are arranged in a
mosaic style with a large Lacroix logo. Digitally printed
onto cotton sateen and detailed with embroidered
highlights. Finished with mustard yellow and black velvet
duo piping and a small scale geometric on the reverse.

A rich black velvet pile in a graphic tiled pattern is
set on a cleverly printed shaded ombre ground in rich
blues. This luxurious cushion is completed with the
iconic Cabanon black and white stripe on the reverse.

Lacroix Cherry! - Bleu Denim
60 x 30cm 24 x 12’’ CCCL0592
A bold embroidery Lacroix logo is laid
across a delightful cherry blossom pattern.
Digitally printed in tones of midnight blue,
white and touches of pink, completed with
black and pink velvet duo piping detail.

Oiseau de Bengale - Marais
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0581
Exotic flowers and foliage of Paradise are
collaged together in this stunning cushion
from Maison Christian Lacroix. Digitally
printed on to velvet with a cotton reverse.
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Cascade - Bourgeon
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0587
Feather like leaves almost float off the surface
in this stunning printed and embroidered
cushion from Christian Lacroix. Blush pinks on
a jade green shaded ground are in contrast to
the midnight blue reverse.

Do You Speak Lacroix? - Multicolore
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0595
A glorious fringed cushion featuring a collage
of decorative Christian Lacroix letters.
Digitally printed in bright vivid tones set
against black with embroidered highlights.
Reversing to a prismatic geometric pattern.

Prête-Moi ta Plume! - Magenta
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0583

Wisteria Alba - Ruisseau
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0588

Oiseau Fleur - Bourgeon
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0590

Swirls of feathers in exceptional detail are
the focus of attention in this striking cushion.
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet with a
monochromatic cotton print on the reverse.

Layers of blossoming Wisteria are embroidered in
vivid shades of blue and green onto black satin in this
stunning cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix.

A stunning cushion with exotic flowers of
Paradise, beautifully embroidered in outstanding
detail onto a blush pink jacquard patterned
ground and a bright teal reverse.
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Beetle Waves - Oeillet
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0575
Le Curieux - Argile
60 x 30cm 24 x 12’’ CCCL0515

A dazzling geometric print cushion by
Christian Lacroix with a large beetle
adorning both sides. Digitally printed and
embroidered onto pure cotton.

Ocean Blooms - Ruisseau
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0582
Mystical flowers from the deep sea are featured
on this exotic cushion by Christian Lacroix.
Digitally printed onto velvet with a cotton reverse.

A wonderful decoupage inspired cushion from
Maison Christian Lacroix. Lords and ladies are
masked within an eclectic array of imagery with a
harlequin patterned backdrop. This luxurious cushion
is digitally printed onto cotton with embroidered
highlights and finished with a striped reverse.

Flowers Galaxy - Multicolore
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0593
Jungle King - Opiat
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0495
A statement round cushion, designed exclusively by
the Christian Lacroix studio in Paris. A bold lion, the
king of the jungle, is adorned with tropical foliage
with embroidered highlights. This luxurious designer
cushion is digitally printed onto sleek cotton with a
monochrome prismatic chevron reverse.

Dame Nature - Printemps
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0572
Spot the face surrounded by flowers and foliage
in this humorous cushion from
Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed onto
pure cotton with embroidered highlights. A
monochrome foliage print creates the reverse.
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This stylish large square cushion featuring a
geometric kaleidoscopic pattern combined
with small scale multi-coloured flowers.
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet reversing
to a printed pattern on cotton sateen.

Doña Jirafa - Opiat
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0496
A statement round cushion, designed exclusively
by the Christian Lacroix studio in Paris. An elegant
giraffe is adorned with tropical foliage with
embroidered highlights. This luxurious cushion
is digitally printed onto sleek cotton with a
monochrome prismatic chevron reverse.

L’Herbier - Ruisseau
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0580
A colourful explosion of pattern features on this
cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix. Digitally
printed on velvet with a cotton printed reverse.

Birds Sinfonia - Crépuscule
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0531
A wonderfully exotic array of birds adorn this vibrant
cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix. Colours
merge into one another in graphic lines. This beautiful
cushion is digitally printed onto cotton with delicate
embroidered highlights.
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Premier Rendez-Vous - Marais
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0597
This round cushion features decoupage imagery of
flora and fauna, playfully intertwined with eyes and
lips. This reversible cushion is digitally printed on
cotton sateen and finished with green velvet piping.

THROWS
Stunning decorative throws – digitally
printed onto luxurious Merino wool.

Monogram me Lacroix! - Multicolore
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0594
The Christian Lacroix logo emblem letters are the
feature for this playful monogrammed cushion.
Digitally printed onto cotton sateen with exquisite
embroidered highlights. Completed with black
velvet piping on all sides and a multicoloured
chevron pattern on the reverse.

Do You Speak Lacroix? - Multicolore
130 x 180cm 51 x 71’’ BLCL5004

Mosaïc Freak - Multicolore
130 x 180cm 51 x 71’’ BLCL5005

In typically flamboyant style, gloriously decorative
and colourful letters are arranged on a black ground
spelling out Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed onto
pure Merino wool and finished with a multi-coloured
chevron pattern border with hemmed edge.

Colourful abstract shapes and patterns are
arranged in a mosaic style with a large
Lacroix logo. Digitally printed onto pure
Merino wool and finished with a solid red
border and hemmed edge.

Songe d’été - Marais
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0586
A midnight dream of summer is depicted in this
mesmerising cushion by Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed
onto cotton sateen with embroidered highlights with a
contemporary cloud pattern on the cotton reverse.
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Prête-Moi ta Plume! - Jais
Digitally Printed, Pile 100% Polyamide, Backing 100% Felt
RUGCL0351 250cm diameter 8’2”

Bosquet - Carbone *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0347 250cm diameter 8’2”

A dramatic round decorative rug from Christian Lacroix Maison
– digitally printed feathers in monochromatic shades are set in
a swirling pattern, following the round form of the rug.

Bring the garden inside with this stunning round rug by
Christian Lacroix, Paris. The beautiful botanical pattern in this
luxurious designer rug is created using delicate cut work to
accentuate the leaves with varying pile heights with a cut and
loop finish. Hand tufted in 100% wool in monochrome black
and white for a dramatic impact to any interior space.

Mascarade - Graphite *
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0341 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0342 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0343 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”

Bosquet - Roseau *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0338 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0339 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0340 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”

Diamonds of colour are tufted with a mix of wool and viscose yarns in
this fabulous graphic rug. Varying pile heights and a unique cut away
effect border complete this stunning sophisticated colourway of our best
selling Mascarade Arlequin rug.

The botanical pattern in this beautiful designer rug is created
using delicate cut work to accentuate the leaves with varying
pile heights. Subtly shading from dark forest green to a
mid-green adds to the theatrical impact. A 100% wool
composition, in both tufted and loop pile for all interior spaces.
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Grand Tour - Tomette
Digitally Printed, Pile 100% Polyamide, Backing 80% Jute, 20% Cotton
RUGCL0334 250cm diameter 8’2”
An eclectic decoupage of imagery and pattern create this dynamic rug in
typical Christian Lacroix style. This striking large circular rug is printed onto
a new quality offering durability with a dense low pile which enhances the
detail of the unique digital print process.

Tempera - Multicoloure Garance *
Hand Tufted Pile, 78% Viscose, 22% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
DHRCL003/01 160 x 260cm 5'2 x 8'5”
DHRCL004/01 200 x 300cm 6'6 x 9'8”
The colours of a horizon at sunset form the inspiration for this boldly
striped and luxurious rug.
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Pietra Dura - Multicoloure *
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0344 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0345 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0346 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”
Create a focal point to your living space with this statement rug by
Christian Lacroix. Inspired by ceramic tiles in a chevron formation with
fabulous multi colour shades, and fine lines of gilver metallic thread and
tufted with a mix of wool and viscose yarns. Varying pile heights, graphic
carving and a unique cut away effect edge are all highlights of this
stunning luxurious rug.

Geisha - Prisme
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0335 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0336 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0337 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”
Create a focal point to your living space with this statement rug by
Christian Lacroix. Bold areas of bright colour and ikat motifs are tufted
with a mix of wool and viscose yarns in this fabulous graphic rug. Varying
pile heights, intricate carving and a unique pattern are all highlights of
this stunning luxurious rug.
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